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Abstract—With the development of digital technologies in recent decades, there has been drastic change in the mode of communication and usages of digital accessories in our today lives. Development nowadays is full of compromises. Engineers are compelled to pick between either assembling the equivalent application on numerous occasions for different working frameworks, or to acknowledge a most reduced shared element arrangement that exchanges local speed and exactness for compactness. The main aim of the research paper is to analyze design, build and test mentors’ view apps. In this application the mentor connects with the mentee. Mentor solves the problem of the mentee. In this application mentor and mentee, mentee and mentor both are connected with each other. Software has been developed as an interactive and collaborative learning aid. Flutter is an open source. SDK for making elite, high-devotion versatile applications for iOS and Android. Significant features of flutter are - Just-in-time compilation is a way of executing computer code that involves compilation during execution of a program at run time rather than prior to execution. The application is very easy to use. That tool could benefit students in general. The application does require internet connection. Each user will have their own database for profiles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Everyone needs a mentor in his life to guide us, but nowadays it is difficult to find a good mentor and if available then to approach them is difficult. Good counselling sessions are also too costly which can’t be afforded by everyone. So we Mentors View came up with the solution to solve this problem by having only one mobile app Mentors View which can be accessed very easily and affordable for every section of the society. The objective of Mentors View mobile app is to provide a platform by which any mentee of any sector, any age, can register and select the best fit experienced mentors and take guidance over a video call on its comfortable schedule from anywhere across the country at an affordable price. The Purpose of this project is to provide excellent and ideal counselling to a seeker at minimal cost.

Java

Java technology allows you to figure and play in an exceedingly secure computing environment. Upgrading to the most recent java version improves the safety of your system, as older versions don’t include the newest security updates. Java allows you to play online games, create a web site and calculate JDK for java developers. Includes a whole JRE plus tools for developing, debugging, and monitoring java applications. Administrators running applications on a server for deploying java applications on servers. The Java improvement technique is separating four parts. Within the e-learning system design gathered from past writing on data frameworks achievement, six measurements of progress elements, particularly, framework quality, data quality, benefit quality, utilize, client fulfilment, and net profit, are recognized Associate in Nursing combined into a universal accomplishment exhibition.

Dart

Dart is widely used for developing web and mobile applications. Dart was developed by Google. Dart is also used for Desktop and Server applications. Dart is similar to any basic coding language as Dart supports classes, interfaces, object orientation, etc. Dart is designed to be an easy as well as efficient development tool. Dart uses Source to source for JavaScript Compiler. SDK( Software Development Kit) is part of Dart which allows you to make Stand Alone Applications i.e. It allows users to build

https://www.aipublications.com/ijebm
and run applications on the same system or another system which has an SDK. Dart has tools for developing, debugging, and monitoring applications. Dart Isolate is used to achieve concurrency, these Isolates do not share memory but use message passing. Dart Snapshots stores runtime data which allows users to write code more conveniently.

Flutter

Flutter was introduced on Dart platform to create cross platform applications from a single code base. It is an open source UI and it was earlier known as ‘SKY’. Flutter is written in Dart platform and uses more advanced features of the language and runs on Dart virtual machine. Flutter uses Just in time compilation for writing and debugging the code and allows ‘hot reload’ which allows modification of source code and inject the modification into a running application. Flutter engine used to implement core libraries. It is written in C++ and includes animation and graphics. Mostly we interact with the Flutter Framework. Flutter has a Foundation Library which helps Flutter engine to Communicate with the APIs. Flutter has two design widget i.e. Material Design and Cupertino widgets.

Node.js

Node.js allows you to write a back-end JavaScript runtime environment. Node.js runs on v8 engine and executes code outside the web browser. Node.js is used to write command line tools and server side scripting. Node.js is widely used for web servers and networking tools. Node.js compilation is non-blocking type Compilation i.e. commands are executed concurrently or parallelly. Node.js enables event-driven programming which helps to make fast web servers and scalable web servers without using threading.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

- The expectations of mentors should be managed. Winning mentors were people who showed up systematically reaching to celebrate and create friends with the mentee; people who have a social agenda “to create a difference” experience disappointment and feel unappreciated. Sensible mentoring relationships tend to be reciprocal, with mentors etymologizing advantages such as a way of effectually and pride likewise as insights into their own lives likewise because the lives of youth.
- Matching mentors with mentees based mostly on common interests and demographic backgrounds was lesser than however teens perceived they were being treated by their mentors. Victorious matches arise from once the mentor’s approach is targeted on developing a relationship that places the youth at the centre.
- Mentors would like to be caring and have a positive non-judgmental approach to individuals (children, kids, youngsters, teenagers, teens, adolescents, tykes, youth) (particularly for programs involving young people at risk), and be ready to satisfy kids “where they are” and guide them in their journey. Mentors World Health Organization focus initially on building trust and changing into friends to their youth tend to be more practical than those World Health Organization area units excessively goal-oriented and World Health Organization like a short attempt to amend or reform their mentees.

III. PROJECT DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION

Mentee Home Screen: This Panel instructs users how to select and go through the mentor lists.

1.1 Mentee Home Screen

Details: All the data is collected to provide the user with desired results.

Mentor Lists: Different mentors from different fields are mentioned with their experiences and time availability as available Slots.
1.2 Mentor Details And list Screen for Mentee

**Order:** Here slot is booked and user is taken to payment Gateway and allowed to review order. There is an option for make payment on clicking on this it will give option for payment as follows:

1. Debit/credit card.
2. Cash on delivery

**Mentor Dashboard:** This Panel instructs users to add and delete its information and availability time.

1.3 Mentor Dashboard

**Details:** All the data is collected to provide the user with desired results.

**Update Details:** Update Profile Details of Mentor.

1.4 Mentor Update Details Screen

**Add Slots:** Mentor can add or delete slots.

1.5 Mentor Add slot Screen

**Scheduled Meetings:** Booked Slots meeting code are scheduled and shared here.

1.6 Mentor Check Meeting Screen

**Login:** Mobile number is verified via otp and further used to share meeting code with users.
IV. CONCLUSION

This whole work is to access the details about the Mentoring process. This project “Mentors View” is a collection of static and dynamic mobile application-based pages. It is helpful for providing good mentorship to a mentee. In future this work can be expanded to store the videos, Data of the users to minimize all stuff at one place in a systematic way to import and export the data through the authorized persons whenever it will be needed in future.
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